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18970326 Sioux City IA 5

Approximate date. Robert Hibnight bard was caught by an anchor dropped 
from an unknown flying machine 22 km north of the town. He was dragged 
over 10 m and fell as his clothes were torn. 

150821 Gallipoli Turkey 5

During severe fighting in the Dardanelles a peculiar cloud engulfed a British 
regiment which was never seen again. This was observed by 22 men of the 
First Field Company, NZ Army Corps and stated in an affidavit. 

441124 Unknown City Italy 5
Round amber light, luminous orange-yellow, blinding light; felt unbearable 
heat. (Page  89-93 Ref.1) 

571110 Madison OH 5 Close encounter with domed-top 40' UFO
640629 Lavonia (near) GA 5 Vehicle encounter, top-shaped UFO and strange effects
640904 Cisco Grove (near) CA 5 BBU Humanoids and "robots", physiological effects
650315 Everglades FL 5 M 5 Everglades / James Flynn Case
650813 Baden PA 5 M 5 BBU Object Crosses Moon / Medical Effects on Witness
650819 Cherry Creek NY 5 M 5 9806 Cherry Creek (Butcher) Trace Case

660225 Quipapa Brazil 5  

10:15 p.m. LT. Two young female factory workers while walking home saw 
lights in the road, then saw that it was a large disc with two bright lights (body 
lights) and three small beings about the size of 9-year-old children standing 
alongside, along with one being over 6 feet tall. The object rose, then landed 
in a new location. The girls ran home with the object following. It circled the 
area near their house, then flew away. No sound was heard. One of the girls 
suffered unspecified "effects" for a period of time. Grass was found depressed 
(imprints) at the landing spot. (Phillips, 1975. p. 40; from Flying Saucer 
Review, March 1971 .)   

660329 Hamilton, Ontario CAN 5  

9:15 p.m. EST. A teenage boy saw two luminous oval objects about 8 feet in 
diameter descend and land, making a buzzing sound. The objects had a row of 
multicolored lights around the rims (body lights) "flickering like a computer." 
He approached for a closer look, and touched the nearest object, which felt 
hard and smooth like metal. No heat or cold was felt. The boy then touched an 
antenna-like projection at the end of one of the objects and received a shock. 
Frightened, he ran home. His parents confirmed a 3-inch burn mark on his 
hand and questioned him thoroughly before reporting the incident to 
authorities. His first-degree burn was treated at a hospital and healed normally. 
(Keyhoe & Lore, 1969b, pp. 4-5; Bondarchuk, pp. 45-46, from the Hamilton 
Spectator, Apr. 2, 1966.)

660407 Grove City PA 5  

Night. Motorists saw lights rise from the ground, then an unidentified object 
passed over their car causing E-M effects, noise (unspecified), physical and 
psychological effects. Independent observation: Same day at Ligonier, 105 
miles to the southeast in Pennsylvania, silver cigar-shaped objects were 
observed flying into a storm. (NICAP notes)
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660418 Lancaster OH 5  

11:55 p.m. A motorist almost struck a> blindingly bright object which had 
landed on the highway. It had brilliant white lights and intense red body lights. 
When he turned back to investigate, the UFO flew off through a corn field, at 
one point illuminating the terrain. Then the lights blinked off and the obiect 
disappeared. Next day his eyes were sore and bloodshot (physiological 
effects). (U.F.O. Investigator, Vol. Ill, No. 8, May-June 1966, p. 7.)

660428 Sawtry, Cambridgeshire UK 5  

5:00 a.m. LT. Two men suddenly awoke in their van, with an acidic taste in 
their mouths and difficulty breathing (physiological effects), birds were 
shrieking. They looked out and saw two large spherical objects moving away. 
(Flying Saucer Review, May/June 1967. cited in Schuessler, 1996, p. 42).

660627 Cistella Spain 5

4:00 a.m. LT. A farm woman and farm hands saw a large disc-shaped object 
with bright green, red, yellow and blue body lights descend behind some 
woods about 500 meters away. A few minutes later two cylindrical objects 
also with body lights appeared, and the disc reappeared, taking up position 
between the two cylinders, which closed in on the disc, turned, and all three as 
a unit shot up at terrific speed and disappeared in less than a second.

661012 Jonesboro TN 5

Noon.  Prolonged sighting (more than 5 hours) by many witnesses of 
numerous discs, fall of so-called "angel's hair," which was sticky and 
reportedly caused physiological effects on some who touched it (burning 
sensation, itching, nausea). According to reports, dogs and cows in the 
neighborhood "acted odd." (Tennessee NICAP Subcommittee report; U.F.O. 
Investigator, Vol. Ill, No. 10, Oct.-Nov. 1966, pp. 5-6.)

670503 Philadelphia PA 5

6:30 a.m. EDT. A metallic-appearing gray disc paced ahead of a car, top 
section revolving and a row of window-like markings visible around the 
center. A vapor stream was produced, which changed to red sparks. (APRO 
Bulletin, May-June 1967, p. 12.)

670520 Falcon Lake, Manitoba CAN 5 M 5 Falcon Lake/Michalak Encounter

670525 Fostoria OH 5

9:30 p.m.  A witness saw a flat-bottomed , object, with a domed top (domed 
disc) that had rainbow-like light. When his car headlights shone on the object, 
its light flared up and within seconds it took off , straight up (light reaction). 
The witness felt his hair stand on end and a tingling like static electricity 
(physiological effects). (Letter from Chuck Thaxton, NICAP files.) 

671208 Deputy IN 5

12:30 a.m. EST. A woman reported a large bowl-shaped orange object that 
levitated her, and she suffered unspecified physiological effects. She had a 
time confusion and later reported visits by small beings and  physical marks 
left on her body (suggested abduction). (Ridge, 1994, p. 24.) 

680625 Bouchard Argentina 5

1:05 a.m. Jorge Ribles, electrician at the Carmal Chemical Plant, noticed that 
the engines were at a standstill, while the countryside was lit up with intensive 
reddish light. Another man, 52-year-old Jose J. Rociski, fell unconscious as a 
vivid light enveloped him.  (Magonia #912, FSR 68, 5)
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681102 Unknown City France 5

3:55 a.m. During a thunderstorm, a medical doctor was awakened by his 
crying 14-month-old son. He saw two luminous objects outside his house, and 
observed them coming close together and merging about 180 m away. 
Persistent nightmares and various physiological phenomena were later 
recorded. (Magonia #921, 1)

731003 Jackson MO 5 6:15 a.m. Truck driver injured by UFO: The Eddie Doyle Webb case.

731102 Goffstown NH 5
UFO with bright yellow light paced car, moved in front of it; motorist felt 
dizzy and numb.

750731 Loxton South Africa 5
Oval object, occupants visible; light struck witness in face, nose bleed and 
vomiting. Physical traces at site (NICAP UFO Evidence II, Section XII).

751025 Sao Gondolo do Amarante, Ceara state Brazil 5

6:00 p.m. A young woman with the surname of Dira had bathed in a lagoon in 
Sao Gondolo do Amarante on the river and was washing clothes when she felt 
a heat wave and saw an oscillating blue light in the sky nearby. She managed 
to escape inside her house, but she had a high body temp, bloodshot eyes, and 
her skin looked like it had a sunburn. (Source: Claude Bourtembourg, 
SOBEPS News, March 1976, p. 18; Charles Bowen, Saga UFO Report, 
December 1976, p. 80; both sources cite J. Gualberto.) 

751025 Sao Gondolo do Amarante, Ceara state Brazil 5

Bt. 6:00 & 7:00 p.m. A local man was struck by a blue beam of light, 
reputedly from a disc. He subsequently died. Several other witnesses reported 
being attacked and terrified by the experience. Some reported being paralyzed 
by a blue light. (Source:  Charles Bowen, FSR, July 1976, p. 33 and Saga 
UFO Report, citing La Razon, October 27, 1975).

751217 Sao Paulo Brazil 5

In the city of Americana, 16-year old Mr. Salles de Andrade encountered an 
intense beam of light while walking home at night and woke up the next day 
in a thicket, 28 kilometers away. He had no recollection for the time that he 
had been missing, but he had strange marks on his forehead and arms, and 
experienced headaches. (Richard Hall, MUFON UFO Journal, August 1976, p. 
19).

770101 Chabeiul, Drome France 5

7:50 PM. A lenticular metallic disc with flames coming from the bottom made 
a 180-degree turn and flew off toward the south. The witness's eyes were sore 
from the glare of the light.

770101 Valence France 5

8:00 PM. Mr. and Mrs. Perez had a close encounter with a ten-meter long 
ovoid object that chased their car. They also complained of eye pain and 
conjunctivitis as a result of the encounter, and a watch of theirs had stopped 
working. 

770104 Carapito Beira Alta Portugal 5

12:30 a.m. A man was training his German shepherd dog in a pine grove when 
the animal suddenly became agitated and sat next to him. He then saw 
hovering 10 meters from the ground a dark metallic domed object that was 
emitting a beeping sound.  The witness suffered from severe headaches soon 
after the incident, and his dog died with no obvious cause of death in August 
of the same year.

770118 Bussieres-Saint-Georges France 5

1:00 AM. A UFO witness was thrown into some bushes when three glowing 
balls of light flew overhead at one a.m. The witness had 75 minutes of missing 
time, and the incident was followed by many days of persistent headaches. 
(Source: Lumieres dans la Nuit, issue 317).
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770307 Winchester, Hampshire UK 5

9:00 PM. Mrs. Jane Bowles was driving with a friend, Mrs. Ann Strickland, 
along a country road when their car stopped and a brilliant glow "like a white 
sun" lit up the area around them. An oval object was observed that was 
luminous and making a humming sound. A man emerged from the UFO, one 
similar in appearance to the one involved in Mrs. Bowles earlier close 
encounter. The women returned to Winchester, and Mrs. Bowles observed that 
her hands were red and swollen. She had to remove her wedding ring and she 
found the skin underneath raw. (Source: David F. Webb and Ted Bloecher, 
HUMCAT: Catalogue of Humanoid Encounters, case 1977-12, citing Lionel 
Beer, BUFORA).

780106
Santo Antonio de Caparica, 
Estremadura Portugal 5

Two men leaving a beachfront cafe saw a bright bluish light flying low over 
the ocean descend at a steep angle at high speed. The light then stopped, and 
descended more slowly into a wooded area next to a nearby campground. Both 
men ran into the woods, which were now illuminated by a bluish glow. Upon 
entering a clearing, they saw a 2.1 meter tall human-like figure, standing eight 
meters away from them.

780110 Grafton, New South Wales (near) AU 5

A 25-year-old man observed two irregularly shaped bright yellow objects in 
the night sky while driving.One of the objects approached and appeared to 
slowly move down a mountainside. It seemed to periodically issue a "shower 
of sparks". This initial sighting lasted for about 20 minutes. The man then 
drove on but had difficulty recollecting the next part of his journey. Some 30 
minutes later he observed a very bright object that looked like a "chicken 
coop" at a place called Bakers Creek Falls, near Armidale, New South Wales. 
The object was on the ground, stationary for 10 minutes, and then it moved.

780515 Caujimolpa and Obregon (btn) Mexico 5

A man walking observed a hovering multi-colored luminous cube shaped 
object that was making a buzzing sound and emitting a yellow beam. He then 
received telepathic thoughts telling him that the cube was not occupied, but 
soon human-like beings would arrive on Earth

780614 Williamson WV 5

A 60-foot diameter disc directed beams of light at two boys. The boys found 
they were paralyzed and couldn't move. They reported an episode of missing 
time.

780830 Union County IN 5

Witness driving on State road 44 observed an orange egg shaped object. Light 
suddenly engulfed her car and she remembers nothing until she found herself 
driving about 5 miles down the road. At home troubled mentally and 
discovered two puncture wounds on her buttocks and small lumps in mid 
chest.
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781030 Carmo Da Cachoeira, Minas Gerais Brazil 5

Some men were traveling by Jeep on their way to a local farm when suddenly 
an unknown force halted the vehicle in its tracks, then pulled it backwards into 
the mud on the side of the road. The UFO flew over them at very low altitude 
and then descended to hover a few meters away from the witnesses. The light 
from the object was so bright that it temporarily blinded the three young 
people. The older man nearly fainted from fright. After awhile they began to 
hear what seemed to be human voices coming from the object, but the voices 
spoke in an unknown language. The terrified witnesses began screaming for 
help because they began to feel a bizarre effect: all three felt as if they were 
"floating." 

781212 Burghausen, Bavaria Germany 5

Ms. Adele Holzer was in her car driving to work when she saw a 
hemispherical white disc. As the UFO hovered over some nearby trees, six 
beams of green light shot from it and she felt slightly paralyzed by one of 
them. Her watch had stopped at 08:01 a.m. and her car's ignition key, that she 
believed had been in her hand the entire time, was bent.   

781214 Brewer ME 5

A man drove in a daze along a very desolate stretch of road. All of a sudden 
his car's motor went completely dead and he coasted to a stop. He turned to his 
right and slightly ahead of his car was a huge, long dark rectangular object, 
about 50 feet from the road. He also felt himself sink into a trance. He 
remained fully aware but could not move a muscle. He then heard a voice say: 
"Do not be afraid. 

790118 Metzeral France 5

A two-meter wide orange disc-shaped UFO made two passes over two 
witnesses. The UFO made a buzzing sound and had lights at both ends. Both 
witnesses' eyes hurt after the close encounter. 

790124 Lindale (near) TX 5

20-year-old John Scott Cates had stopped his car and gotten out to relieve 
himself when a blue beam of light from the sky struck him. It caused his hair 
to stand up like an electric static charge. Two UFOs appeared, and he 
experienced a six-hour long memory lapse. His next recollection was being 
back in his car, where he noticed that his engine restarted when a ringing noise 
sounded. 

790128 Vannes France 5

A 1.5-meter long ovoid hovered over a house in Vannes. A UFO witness to 
repeated UFO encounters experienced lasting physiological effects due to the 
close approach of 2 disc-shaped UFOs.

790218 Lardit, Aveyron district France 5

An incident involving missing time and vehicle electrical system interference 
occurred. Dark objects flew over a reservoir, followed by a 1.5 meter in 
diameter metallic disc. The witness experienced semi-paralysis and the car's 
electrical system failed.

790519 Bukit Mertajam Malaysia 5

Six school children reported sighting a landed object and four tiny humanoid 
figures near it. The creatures were only about 4 inches tall. One of the students 
attempted to catch one of the creatures but was shot in the hand.

790526 Kulim Malaysia 5

A disc with three legs for landing gear hovered just a half a meter above the 
ground. The witness was temporarily blinded by beams of light from the 
object. 
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790619 Rauma Finland 5

A man and a woman saw a silvery object with a dome on top emitting a blue 
beam of light into a nearby forest. The woman went to investigate, and saw 
the object, which was about one meter in diameter, at close range. Inside the 
dome were two very small creatures with large eyes and frog-like skin. When 
she started to touch the object, she was temporarily blinded by a bright light 
and the craft sped away.

800817 Lima OH 5 Witness knocked back by light beam. 5-min duration and three witnesses.

800911 Anderson SC 5

Two friends saw a rounded, seamless disc-shaped UFO that made a whining 
noise. It hovered over trees in a yard 100 feet away from his bedroom window. 
It rotated and wobbled. Physiological effects included red burning eyes, 
swollen glands in neck, headache.

801204 Foxboro MA 5

A young man had a close encounter with a saucer-shaped object with a row of 
rectangular windows around the circumference, and was struck by a light 
beam on the chest and felt paralyzed. Perceived communication, apparent 
abduction, burn marks on chest corresponding to light beam position.

801212 Huffman TX 5 Burns and radiation damage. Cash/Landrum inc

810731 Lieksa Finland 5

Black sphere and satellite lights seen, two approached motorboat, one 
surrounded by "fog." Paralysis felt, missing time, physiological effects 
(Volume II, The UFO Evidence, Section VII).

810830 Alpine (near) CA 5

UFO brightly illuminated car, witness badly frightened, memory loss. Fired 
pistol at object circling the car, fled at high speed. Red dots like puncture 
marks found on wrists (section IV).

820000 Voronezh (near) Russia 5

10:00 PM+. Two local militia sergeants were driving a "UAZ-469" vehicle 
(Russian patrol jeep) in an area about 10-15 kilometers from the city when 
suddenly they saw a very bright beam of light shining down to earth from 
somewhere in the sky. The beam of light appeared to be scanning the surface 
of the ground, and every blade of grass appeared to be lit by it. Several 
seconds later a hatch opened on the hull of the craft and several tall (about 3-4 
meters in height) humanoids exited the object and went to a nearby field. The 
men could only speak in stuttering voices. At first they were subjected to 
alcohol tests but it proved negative, both were then sent to a mental hospital.

820219 Rio Negro Province Arg 5
E-M effects on car, dome-shaped object overhead, driver blacked out, taken to 
hospital with memory loss, physiological effects (section VII).

820220 Rio Negro Province Arg 5

41-year old Juan Fattorel was traveling in his truck along a secondary road 
when suddenly the engine cut out; He saw close UFO and aliens and his 
eyesight was effected.

820304 Hellifield UK 5

A car on the A65 highway in Hellifield, England was surrounded by blue 
lights and levitated up into the air. The woman driver felt a strong sensation of 
cold, and experienced 30 minutes of missing time.

820723 Ste-Dorothee, Quebec CAN 5

Four 16 year olds saw an intense beam of white light from a multi-colored 
UFO in a field. Ehen they shone a spotlight in the direction of the noise it 
revealed a five to six foot tall being with a large brown head and orange eyes. 
They all suffered from intense stomach pain
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840425 The Orkney Islands Scotland 5

5:30 PM. A silver colored, 150 foot long, bulbous-shaped object with a long 
tail hung in the sky, rocking back and forth 80 feet above the ground over a 
garden in Blairgowrie, The Orkney Islands, Scotland. Mrs. Freeman's dog 
cowered, and she was temporarily blinded by a ball of light from the object 
that struck her and entered her body, and she felt the warmth emitted by it but 
at the same time felt a sensation of calm. 

881204 Harrisburg PA 5

Silvery oval object hovered, brilliant illumination, physiological effects. UFO 
maneuvered erratically, emitted silvery white trail when flew away (section 
V).
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